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Spark Art Management is pleased to announce the second London solo exhibition of noted NY-based               
artist Marc Lambrechts (Belgian, b. 1955): “STARSTUFF II” brings together a body of work reflecting               
the artist's fascination with cosmology and the search for our place in the Universe—themes that have                
surfaced repeatedly in his work over the years.  
 
The diverse range of materials used in Lambrechts' work, such as ink, clay, plaster, and wood, are                 
emblematic of the array of elements that make up our world – elements that were created from exploding                  
stars. In some works, the ground material in its bare purity is but subtly treated to reveal its inherent                   
beauty and order. His Lava series, for example, makes use of lava sands––the glittery black material from                 
the guts of the planet on which we inhabit. Lambrechts’ training in printmaking is a key influence on his                   
painted oeuvre. Also central to his painterly language and choice of media are his extensive travels to                 
Southeast Asia and West Africa.  
 
Marc Lambrechts was born in Lier, Belgium and currently lives and works in New York City, United                 
States. Lambrechts’ early studies in art took place at the Higher Sint-Lucas Institute in Brussels, Belgium,                
after which he obtained a scholarship to study printmaking in Bratislava, Slovakia. Upon returning to               
Belgium, he started working as a visual artist in charge of graphics and displays at the Center for Brussels                   
Amateur Theater. His prints soon received widespread acclaim, which led to collaborations with Moving              
Space Gallery in Ghent. In 1983, he moved to New York City and studied printmaking at the Pratt                  
Institute, and was soon represented by Tibor de Nagy Gallery. His first New York exhibition with the                 
gallery was featured in Art News. 
 
Lambrechts has exhibited extensively throughout the United States and Europe, including Belgium (2014)             
at the castle Alden Biesen, as well as Berlin (2017) and New York (2018). His works are featured in                   
private, corporate, and institutional collections worldwide, including The Mint Museum of Art, The             
Aldrich Museum for Contemporary Art, Proteck Pharmaceuticals, the David and Lucille Packard            
Foundation, and the Edward Albee Collection. He also served as guest professor at the Higher Institute                
for the Arts in Antwerp, Belgium. Lambrechts’ work is chronicled in Willem Elias’ Aspects of Belgian                
Art After 1945 and Twenty Five Years of Graphic Art in Flanders, and has been reviewed in well-known                  
periodicals such as the New York Arts Magazine, the New York Times, Arts and Entertainment, Le Soir,                 
and Kunst and Cultuur. 
 
Contact: Seol Park |  seol@sparkplusart.com  | +1.415.640.9917 
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Matter is never just matter. Corn husks, banana leaves, bamboo, rubber, cement, oil, latex, leather: all                
are imbued with a cosmic vision manifested through the artist’s eye-hand assemblage (the eye provides               
the vision, the hand produces the gesture). And down comes a piece of the universe. A galactic chunk, as                   
if plucked from the heavenly domain, harnessed and recreated on a flat surface. You see stolen pieces of                  
universe here, framed so as to help you see yourself in it. Otherwise you would lose yourself. Outer space                   
is too vast, its depth fathomless. These “poor” materials which you cannot recognize with your naked eye                 
molt into new configurations of the cosmos itself. By new I mean slightly different than the real one (if                   
we could ever capture the cosmos with the word “real”). Let us be clear: only with the humblest materials                   
can infinite cosmic energies be summoned.  
  

The surface is never just a surface. The paintings become what they are through scratching, yet we                 
see precision and care in the gesture of erasure. There is nothing negative in the damaged surface; rather,                  
what you see is the affirmation of another surface beneath, a playful tension of pierced realities of the                  
universe. In fact, the disruption of the surface is repaired with added elements (rubber or wood).                
Therefore the surface is never flat; its depths and elevations reverberate. The universe, as we know, is not                  
silent; radio signals are emitted in bursts of energy from stars and planets; the universe speaks constantly                 
and even the silence is part of this speech. For silence is vibrating. Indeed, it is the music of the spheres                     
that we see in these paintings. Or else, we hear it with our eyes. And this reverberation is further                   
intensified in the works on paper where the fragile, thinned out surface turns into a fluttering veil. 
  

The image is never just an image. For the artist renders the fabric of the universe with supple lines                   
of a shimmering grid (a cheese cloth imprinted on leather) upon which space flowers grow. Or we see the                   
delicate net in the image of the collision of particles, where a chaos of entangled lines emerges from the                   
seemingly ordered grid. It is not only in the choice of the materials that the artist humbles his vision; it is                     
also in the size of the panel. Hence, the biggest event in astrophysical and religious history - the genesis of                    
the universe - is set in the smallest frame, for the eye is not an organ of measurement but rather one of                      
prescience. Here the smears of white, red, brown, green, blue come from a single undisclosed color out of                  
which all matter forms (then, now, and forever).  
  

The universe is never just a universe. Sometimes it resembles incandescent cities, or the ruins of                
an ancient empire, captured by the synthetic-aperture radar mounted on spacecrafts. Sometimes the             
universe looks like unicellular diatoms floating in a primordial fluid space. Indeed, the painter’s eye is a                 
radar-eye.  
  
And so the artist reveals the cosmic playground through his distorted oculus that siphons the slippery truth                 
of space and time into the confines of the metal frame. And with this act of constraining he initiates us                    
into the mysteries of matter, which are nothing but the mysteries of transmutation, where everything               
participates in everything, and where nothing is unrelated. 
  

- Dejan Lukic, Ph.D 
Reproduced from “Cosmic Playground” (2018) exhibition catalogue  
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